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shall call the four symmetries H, V, R and G, namely H for the reflection in a mirror ... perpendicular to the strip (vertical reflection, as in A); R for the rotation by a ... 
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Épreuve de section européenne Friezes Repeating strip patterns, called friezes, occur all over the world in border decoration in buildings, textiles etc. All frieze patterns have a section of the pattern which is repeated alongside itself (we call this a translation). In order to distinguish one frieze pattern from another one we first need to find the smallest translation length in the strip. This defines the 'cell' which is the smallest piece of the pattern to be repeated by translations. Perhaps surprisingly, mathematicians say that there are only seven different frieze patterns. cellcellcell cellcellcell



Apart from translation, there are four other symmetries which transform the strip into itself. We shall call the four symmetries H, V, R and G, namely H for the reflection in a mirror line along the strip (horizontal reflection, a symmetry which occurs in the letter D); V for the reflection in a mirror line perpendicular to the strip (vertical reflection, as in A); R for the rotation by a half turn (as in the letter S); and G for a glide reflection (as in bp). Frieze patterns are classified according to whether each of the four symmetries do or do not occur, and you can use a decision tree to do this classification.



In the last line are written the letters which can be a cell for the given frieze. A blank denotes impossibility. From nrich.maths.org/1349 Questions 1. Draw three friezes: the first one admitting only a vertical mirror line, the second one admitting only a horizontal mirror line, and the last one admitting only a half turn. 2. A glide reflection is a reflection followed by a translation parallel to the axis of this reflection. Use the example given in the text ("as in bp") to find the image of the letter “d” by a glide reflection. 3. Where would you place the letter K on the last line? Explain why. 4. Imagine and draw a frieze, other than the one made with "bp", that admits a glide reflection. 5. According to the tree, it is impossible to have a frieze with a mirror line along the strip, a vertical mirror line, and no half turn. Explain why.
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thousand. 4 000 000 four million. 1 000 000 000 one billion. 1 000 000 one million. A number is used to count or to measure. Negative numbers are numbers ...
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... of Queen Elizabeth II the Clock. Tower was renamed to Elizabeth Tower in September 2012. Texte adaptÃ© de l'article Wikipedia Simple English sur Big Ben â€“.
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Managing Art Editor Phil Ormerod. Category ...... la plomberie # plumbing ...... mail carrier les communications # communications le code postal. ZIP code fragile.
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the turnover = le chiffre d'affaires despite = bien que a council house = une maison Ã  loyer modÃ©rÃ© to plough the profits back a stepladder = un escabeau.
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For weeks I flipped through channels, searched for answers in the game shows and soap ... Forget about the cowboys versus Indians business. The ... E. Vocabulary. Find in the ... Use expressions of advice and reproach (80 words). 2. In your ...
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a dairy farm : une exploitation laitiÃ¨re ... animal abuse : la maltraitance des animaux fair trade ... animals and there is an need of these resources all over the.
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The legal vocabulary also changed : Â«houses of correctionÂ» for Â«prisonsÂ» and especially. Â«undocumented aliensÂ» for Â«illegal immigrantsÂ», which no longer deal ...
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May 11, 2015 - networking websites, and Facebook in particular. ... that excessive use of online social networking websites like Facebook can not only be.
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It's twenty feet. Did he leave? Please repeat. fat mat at ate late lay stay. We can stay --- ten days. I hate my hat. We have six cats. My cat sat in my hat. He's bad. ... say if I may say my family. Kate's cat. Kate's cat is fast. cash she. She like
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improvement of the security and the quality of ... TOGETHER, let us build the future of your communications, thanks to .... Secure data transmission thanks to the.
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This first unit will help you revise the basic vocabulary concerning hardware. You will find this ... Before studying computers, let's start with the basics: ...... as in sat. / sÅ“t /. 18. / IE /* as in beer. / bIE(r) /. 9. / Aâ€¦ / as in dark. / dA
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Tequila, Triple Sec, Lime Juice, Passion Fruit and Ice Blended topped with Passion GelÃ©e. Caipirinha. Bacardi, Lime and Brown Sugar. Mojito Classic ...
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ComprÃ©hension : 10 points â€“ Expression : 10 points. L'usage de la ... A - Write down the correct answer. The text is an ... B - Choose and write down Babar Ali's 4 daily activities. ... 2) In your opinion, is school education the only key to succe
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Nov 6, 2015 - Sans paraphraser les documents proposÃ©s dans le dossier, le candidat rÃ©alisera une synthÃ¨se de celui-ci, en mettant clairement en valeur ses ...
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Carrying out environmental impact studies. â€¢ Knowing in ... English : understanding : good, oral expression : good, writing: medium, reading : good. â€¢ Spanish ... Martial Arts (Tae Kwon Do, Ju Jitsu), tennis, badminton, football, guitar and piano
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The Sunday Times, JuIy 23'd,2006. ' 21 stone: 134 kilos ... 3) a medical joumal. 4) a novel ... 1- Treatment has been on offer for a long time. 2- This situation is ...
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Though they were newcomers to cinema, the children from the Oloserian primary school had already taken a starring role in front of the camera â€“ in the film that ...
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C. Right or wrong? Answer and justify by quoting from the text. Give the line numbers. 1. The narrator thought some money would make his admission easier. 2.
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of women in the workforce, wage equality for similar work done by men, and the number of women ... If you're a man, is it better to have a male or female boss?
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Get free access to PDF Lexique Anglais Francais Francais Anglais Des Termes De ... Comptabi Pdf? You will be glad to know that right now Lexique Anglais.
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dictionnaire aeronautique francais anglais anglais francais dbid 5ckio 
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I.Give a phonetic transcription for each of the following words : climate / areas / Africa / wet / dry. II. Answer the following questions : 1) What expression is used to ...
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invested by the government (for instance to build a new road) has an effect on the national economy which is greater than 1, thanks to a sort of chain reaction.
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trousers (GB) pants (US) underpants (slip) pants (GB - culotte) panties (US - culotte) boxer shorts (caleÃ§on) leggings (caleÃ§on pour femme) a shoe a lace. T-shirt.
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